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American Federation of Teachers President Albert Shanker
Proposes the Creation of a National Exam for New

Teachers

Aational Press Club Speech
January 29, 1985

TII \\ix 10l ten much During the reception that precc ..his luncheon, one of

the reporters came up to me am' said. "Well. the last unw you were here, it was
lust the last mmute in the question period that one of us managed to prod

the news from tor, That was a warning, so instead of waiting until the last minute. I
thit.t the time is now, at the ten beginning, to state that I am here to do something that
I belie\ e no national organwation in kmerican education has done for before, and that
i to call fors national teacher examination

There hate been orgamtationsours includedfatoring the idea of some
exanneation for teachers There hate been localities that hate developed their own tests
some states hate (tetchily(' theirs, and a national teacher exam does exist But this is a
call for something quite different

The cc 'next of this call for a national test for new teachers is the reform nuttement of
of the past few tears While we hate a few differences with a few of the proposals. we ii.
the \merican Federation of Teachers support the ()tem helnung matoritt of specific
proposals called for in the tarious reports that came out Ind et en on those we do not
sped-trail\ support or those with which we hate some resenations. we behoe the
incitement fur reform is so Important that the kFT is willing to talk of compromise on
those issues

Central to the issue of educational excellence and improtement is a staff, specificallt
teach:Ts, who are capable of (Taming out the program outlined in these reports \kelt
of the reports do call for examinations. and a number of the states hate now adopted
examinations But the current examining process is inadequate

FIRST, Cl RRENT evims for cot teachers would he considered a joke ht an other
profession For tt-.' most part, thet are minimal competenct nallIlllatIOIIS for
teachers A hat does minimal competency mean', Well, in a state like Honda

minimal ccunpetenc: for an elementart school teacher in mathematics is measured b,
passing an examination on a sixth-grade mathematics level There are similar
examinations intolting English, 'molting lustort. in the other subjects

Now, this would he the equivalent of licensing doctors on the basis of an examination
in dementart biologt or licensing accountants and actuaries on the basis of some brie
t ,f elementart mathematics examination I don't wish to criticite the states that hate
adopted these tests It was difficult for them to do it Thet met a great deal of

opposition In mans c&.es, they met court challenges What thet hate done is to take
the first step But it's important to distinguish a necessan first step from an adequate
program of testing, which is quite different

/THINK the second problem. aside from the nature of the examination, is that we
are about to face once again the traditional crunch the conflict that exists at the
state and local loci between quantity and quality We know what's coming. We'te

seen the statistics Depending upon whether you take a more or less optimistic
protection. its quite likely that even in fields other than mathematics and science we will
he exmiencing, within the next five tears. a substantial national teacher shortage
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In fields like medicine. if one e'.periences a shortage of doctors, \ ou do not find
states or hospitals ping anvont, a suhstitute emergent:\ medical license to go out and
practice We don t do it in Iv or dentistrt or in an other field But our local education
agencies w ill he faced with the usual tough choices as this shortage emerges and grows
The could do the equivalent of \I hat most other professions would do, and do indeed
do That is. after the children come to school and after each teacher's class is full. the
could turn to the remaining students and parents sax, "Sorrt. there is a shortage of
teachers, and those of \on who could not he accommodated this semester will he gnen
the first opportunit\ to take th, first grade ne\t semester or ne\t war"

tlw schools won't do that There is a custodial function to schools. and there is no
place in the countn where the children w ill he sent home tho will he permitted to
enter

And so the local education agent:\ is then faced with other choices *rho can stand
'ough And sad. "We will not emplo\ amone who is not qualified b\ w hatocr standards
hine been established At will not emplm, ewn on a temporan basis. an one to he a
teacher who does not meet these standards

Ot course, that would mean the number of teaches. now ',nada* would ha\ e to
di ide among them the additional number of students We would see class sue going up

c'.'cli sear or each semester in the coming tears until, perhaps. we had classes in this
nation at a loel of 40 or 43 or 44 or 45 That, too, is unlikelt Teachers will complain
neon contracts will undoubted) he \ whited in 11a111 cases. and parents would

complain that the qualm of education is deteriorating because the number of children
in the class is :oo large

And so. of course. school hoards and states will do what the ha\ e alwats done The\
,ill ignore the standards that the established The will at first make heliew that tho're
not 'gining them because the will claim that the people who are being emploted are
not reall\ going to he there \er\ long Thet will he temporar\ teachers or substitute
teachers or emergeno teachers. and the will he about as temporart as the temporal:\
huddings that were set up in Washington, DC . at the end of Aorld Aar II

these temporan teachers will he around, and diet 'sill become memht,s of the
techer union in the district and will constitute a large number of ()cop,' in the state
who will teach one, two, three. four, Me. si\ and seen wars bentuaLt the will
constitute a political hlock powerful enough to go to the state legislature to get some
t\ pe of legislation to get thenisches the right certificate Because, after all. it's unfair to
use someone da\ in. da\ out. evactI\ as though diet were qualified. keep them there for
all those \ ears, and then tell them the ha\ e no right to a pension or no right to some
other benefits

So. in the midst of all these reports and all this talk about ewellence and qualm.
we're actualk about to lower standards and lower the qualm. because the minute we
relax standards. qualm suffers

Of course, there is another alternatne I hawn't mentioned W hen local school hoards
or states find the\ a' ..' not able to attract the necessart number of quaiihed teachers,

the could turn to the public and sav, "We oh\ loon are not pat mg enough, or were
not treating our people well, or those who are now here are leaving in great numbers.
and we ought to do) something about that This also is not likelt unless something new
happens Certain) in the past this was not the way it was done

AND SO I want to return to this notion of a national teacher evanunation I want
to make it very clear that I am not talking about a national teacher nannnation
established bt the United States government I don't think that's the right
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place for such an examination to evolve. There are other professional groups that
essentially do hate national types of examinations (though there may be some regional
variations). There are examinations given to doctors and to actuaries There is a bar
exam that contains important national components And none of those is established or
created or maintained by the United States government

A process similar to that which established testing procedures and examinations in
other professions could, and indeed should be, deteloped in education Now, wheneter
ou start something, there is not the great certainty that exists after something has been

in place for 30 or 40 or 50 years and people can say; Ah. that's obtioush the wat to do
it, and its simple Iloweter, a start should he made within the next six months a
group of leaders of educational organizations, college presidents and, perhaps. leading
professionals in other fields who have had some experience with entry-level tests should
convene and constitute themselves as an independent group, non-goteminentalan
American hoard of professional education The name is not important, but the notion is
ery clear

It would be a group that would spend a period of time studying exactly what a
teacher should know before becoming certified and the best way to measure that
knowledge It would seek to have instruments established. It might be that existing
testing agencies would create such instruments to be looked at and evaluated by this
hoard (her a period of time. I would hope the board would eventually be controlled lit
the profession itself even if it didn't start completely that way

IBELIEVE that in a period of three to five tears such an instrument could be
created, and it would most likely include three general areas. One of them
obviously is the subject matter that a teacher needsand I hope that would

not be tested at the sixth-grade level. It is important that the teachers know more than
the students they're teachingmuch more If you can't reach a student the first or
second or third time, you have to find a different way of approaching the subject, and
the only way to know a different way is to know a lot more than what you're teaching at
that pen moment

But I would go a step further to say that, even at the earliest grades, the motivation (;f
a teacher to teach a child to read could not be very great if the teacher has not
personally experienced the joy of reading great books. motivation in teaching the
elements of arithmetic could not be %cry great if at some point the teacher has not
experienced the power o that language So, subject matter knowledge is first

Second, something that is missing from almost all such examinations now and that is

tested in other professions is the ability to make judgments to justify instructional
decisions There is a knowledge base in education Is right to do certain things. its
wrong to do others, and its even imnortant for prospective teachers to know what is not
yet known Just as it important foi 4 doctor to know those diseases for which we as wt
hate no cure, it's important for teachers to understand what is known and what is not
known Professional examinations generally consist in testing the ability to apply certain
general principles and ,esearch to specific situations At the present time, there are no
teacher examinations that do that.

The third aspect of an examination, before someone finally gets the ticket, ought to
be an internship program. Teaching is the only profession I know of where a person
begins the first day with the same responsibility that he or she will have the last daya
profession in which practice and performance are certainly as important as intellectual
knowledge, but it just assumed that you can take someone who has been to college for
four or five years and throw him into a classroom the first day to sink or swim. I know
of no major corporation, I know of no law firmand certainly not the medical
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professionthat introduces people that way. Any other profession that involve~ any
complexity is different

Now, of course, this idea takes an investment. It's going to he difficult to get an
internship at a period of shortage, because instead of taking new individuals and giying
them a full program right away, you have got to employ more new people since the new
person isn't going to he teaching a full program Or it means that an experienced
person is going to have to he relieved of some teaching time to help some of 'he rim
people

Unless we make the investment, we will he getting people who don't know their
subject matter. We will be getting peoplc= who have no knowledge of what is known in
education or how t9 apply it. And we will not really he giving anyone any help in terms
of practical and performance matters Then, in a few years, we will grant them tenure.
and they will be with us for a long, long time

WHAT WOULD make the very existence of such an examination effective? I'm do

we know tha: anybody's going to pay any attention to it? So what? So a bunch oc
educational leaders, college presidents and others sit together, figure out what

it ought to be and eventually they say, "This is it. This group has invented 9r created the
right instalment." i suggest a number of things can be done on a voluntary basis tha',
over time, could have a substantial effect oh boards of education and on states
throughout the country.

First. I would say there ought to he just publicity Such a board of prfessiona;
education could publish, on an annual basis, a list of all those states that awce to
employ only those who have passed the examination So each year there woulu h a

certain number of states in compliance and a certain number of states where the
general public know s---and it will he headlined in each of those statesthat this is one
of the states hiring people who are below a standard set by a group that has some
national recognition.

Second, I think there would he movements in the states and in local districts that did
not comply There would he movements to pass laws in the states, laws that would do
for teaching what is already done for tithe,- professions: namely, that any school hoard
member or school superintendent w:m knowingly employs anyone who has not met the
standard is subject to cnminal prosecution We'd have to do it slowly or the tails would
he full (LAUGHTER)

By the way, I think the mere publication of the list would hake an effect After all, the
number of Michelin stars that a restaurant has is important, and if some chefs and
restaurant owners have been known to commit suicide in losing one star. we might find
that some school hoards could he motivated in the same way (LAUGHTER)

Third, I would say that the teacher organizations could play an important role I am
prepared to say that within three years after such an examination is established, the
American Federation of Teachers would not accept into membership any person hired
as a teacher who had not met this standard, and we would urge the National Education
Association to establish a standard for membership in exactly the same way (APPLAUSE)

We believe this would have a very great impact There would he pressure on states to
adopt a standard that is high enough. The existence of such an examination, with large
numbers of people taking it, would provide an interesting barometer on an annual
basis. Just as we now have SAT scores and ACT scores and LSAT scores and others, we

would have a national barometer that would tell us on an annual basis the caliber of the
people who are applying, and in what numbers, to the profession--a piece of
information that we do not have at the present time.
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F!NALLY, I do not believe that the traditional objection that such an examination

would cause all colleges and unhersities and schools ii' education to offer exach
the same lock-step curriculum is an more valid in the held of education than

it is to saN that the existence of medical examinations or bar examinations means all i il,

schools and all medical schools hake exacth the same curriculum Thev don't There
are different waNs of preparing people for those professions, and there will continue to
he different was in ours.

this, then. is our proposal We in the AFT behoe strongh that the benefits of
education retorm A ill soon go down the dram as standards are lowered to meet the
teacher shortageunless a new and better exam is created We are ,Ailling to do some-
thing that's wt.\ difficult for usto refuse to accept future teachers who do not meet
that standard We will work bed to make this become a realitN (APPLAL SE)

Questions and 4gswers
since a national standard of perfi,rmance imuld he the aim of thus exam, how

do .Von keep the federal golernment from estahibhing a base line for the
evamination?

SHANKER: I don't see the federal government being interested. They've had a
chance for 200 sears Noboch has proposed it I don't see the federal government
coming in at all TIt:" haven't in other fields You don't see the federal government
coming in and setting a base line for doctors or lawyers or actuaries, dentists,
engineers, or an' other group. I would se( no reason wh the would do it in this field
if the haven't done it in others.

itinild this examination be a recurring requrrement for teachers, and upuld it
lead to federal licensing of teachers?

SHANKER: Well, lawyers and doctors, even though their examinations are of a
national character, are still licensed by states And I assume the same would be true for
teachers. On the question of relicensing, I believe teachers should have to accept the
same fate as people in other professions I don't believe that teachers ought to be
singled out. Probably, developments occur more rapidly in the world of medicine than
in the world of teaching English or mathematics. But if other professions are required
to be periodically reexamined, then teachers should not he exempt from such
reexamination On the other hand. where other professions do not require it, I don't
think teachers ought to be singled out.

Mr Shanker, f a person passed the examination without also going to collegv,
could he or she he aualified to teach;'

SHANKER: I'm ready to take the bar exam right now/ (LAUFER)

Explain how the teacher cram timid he enforced in more detail. What would
hap /,en to localities that didn't meet the standard?

SHANKER: I think the only thing that would happen at first is that local districts
would be damaged in their reputation. But I do think that in the not-too-distant future,
we would have a movement within states to twice it a legal requirementoperating the
same as the legal requirements of other professions.

What effect might the national teacher exam hate on minorities who seek to
pursue a teaching career? Some evidence is accumulating that minority teachers
currently perform poorly on existing crams, leading to the dang"r of highly dispro-
portionate representation of minorities in the schoolsperhaps as few as 5 percent
of all teachers in the 1990s.

SHANKER: We have the same problem in all professions and something is being
done about it through some very excellent programs [for the disadvantaged! I'm not
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talking now about extreme types of quota programs that produce numbers but
ultimately give those programs a very bad reputation. There are quality programs that
find minority youngsters early enough and provide them with assistance.

One [program] I discussed at a meeting yesterday is sponsored by the Macy
Foundation. It's an outstanding program that reaches youngsters who are beginning high
school, minority youngsters who cannot yet compete on examinations to get into high
schools of special talent. These are students who've been selected because, in the
judgment of teachers and supervisors, they are terrific students but their scores don't
show that very well because they are overcoming some great obstacles.

I also think we need to have summer programs to reach poor minority youngsters.
But I don't think examinations discriminate against minorities. They discriminate against
those who can't pass the examination, and that includes members of majorities. We as
a society; would not want a program that would put people into place who practice
medicine, or airline pilots, because we feel we have to provide a certain number of
spaces on the basis of race or ethnicity. I believe the same about teaching. I also believe
that given the proper outreach program, a sensitivity to the problem anci special help,
we will end up with the right numbers over a period of time. In the short run well have
this problem. The current examinations have the problem as well.

Mr. Shanker, uvuld the gram be only for teachers of kindergarten through the
twelfth grade? How uould college teaching be affected?

SHANKER: Colleges do research, and they have their own system that I think may
come under some challenge. We were just discussing here the most recent Carnegie
Report, a very interesting one about the extent of education now taking place in private
industry including programs leading to degrees. Most colleges and universities have
employed and retained people based not on how they teach or their impact on students
but on the quality of the reseal. a and the professional reputation of the individual, I
think some of the competitive institutions now growing in the private sector that do
emphasize what happens to students may well provide a great challenge to our higher
education institutionsnot to get away from research, but to have an emphasis that's
equally great on teaching and learning, which has not been there in the past.

trbuld teachers in private schools as well as public schools haze to take this
avam?

SHANKER: They would only have to if the states compelled them to or if they
voluntarily agreed to do so. I think the same pressure ought to be there; that is, if state
governments enforce compulsory education laws and say that if you don't go to a public
school you may get your education in a private school, then I think the state has the
obligation to maintain the same quality in systems whether they are private or public.
Thu do not have a system in this country where someone who practices medicine in a
Lutheran hospital or a Jewish hospital or Catholic hospital doesn't have to be a doctor
or doesn't have to be certified by the state. They do. There is a public interest and the
same public interest exists with respect to the education of children.

What's wrong with the current National Teachers Exam established by the
Educational Testing Service?

SHANKER: I would have to make a very long speech to say what's wrong with the
test that has existed up to now It is sort of a minimum competency examination that
does not have very much in the way of a professional knowledge base. It has some types
of common-sense questions on professional matters. Part III, of course, is completely
missingthe internshipbut I don't want to stand here and criticize that examination.
Its ;,otter than nothing, and, furthermore, I understand the Educational Testing Service
is revamping their entire examination. Its my understanding that there will be an effort
to include materials in future examinations that deal with professional judgment and
professional knowledge base. I haven't seen yet what they're coming up with so I'm not



going to endorse it But that's an examination in transition When finished, it may very
well be the one that this national board will say, "That's it Or it may he that somebody
else will come up with a better one

The nattona,' board itselfuould it be presidentially appointed? How could the
members of that board be designated for the job?

SHANKER: I don't have an answer to that, but there's a mechanism that's taking
place in California right now There is a state commission dealing with the question of
the teaching profession, and its funded with private foundation funds The members of
the commission were appointed by public figures, but in a private capacity That is, the
state commissioner of education appointed some, and the head of the education
committee of the state assembly appointed some, and so did the state senate. These are
public figures, but they didn't do it as the result of any act of legislation The did it
because they are concerned and knowledgeable people And they came up with a very
outstanding group in California I think a similar process on a national basis could
result in pulling together a group, a prestigious group, that would be able to do the job

Muld the test apply to practicing teachersthose who hate been in the business
for sacral yearsor just to those about to enter teaching?

SHANKER: Well, m} recommendation is that, in order to gain acceptance and given
the fact that half the teachers in this country will be new teachersnwly f ired within
just a very short period of timethe way to reduce opposition to any such examination
would be to make it for new entrants There's at least one state, and maybe a second,
where the state legislature has adopted a reform proposal that would include practicing
teachers. I think if vou do that, common decency requires that you do more than just
administer an examination

After all, if a state local education agency employed somebody five or 10 or 15 to 20
}vars ago and has kept the person there all these years, they have dirt} hands. They did
the hiring by their own standards 1 would say that an}body who'd done that has an
obligation to allow the current practitioners a number of chances or some special help
And I would go further to say that if somebody finally can't cut the mustard, they
probably deserve a job somewhere else in state or county governmentjobs that these
people can do if they can't pass the examination

The easiest way to get over the transition is to do it with new entrants, and that would
he my preference. Where statc, decided to do more than that. I think they also have an
obligation to take care of those whom they have hired and have kept and have rated as

satisfactory for a long period of time

,':oine critics might see the exam as a uuy to create a new kind of economic elite
and thus eleiate teachers' income in much the same way that other professions
hale done, like doctors, lauyers. Will you comment on that?

SHANKER: 1 confess! (LAUGHTER) You might also get the same qualit} and the same
standards to go with it (APPLAUSE)

Is it fair to establish national standards through the exwnination that some
teachers may not be able to meet because of deficiencies in their state teacher
training programs?

SHANKER: One of the very good reasons for establishing such an examination is
that it will undoubtedly result in an improvement and a reform of teacher education. It
will show that many such programs don't stand up. It will compel teacher colleges to
screen their students before they enter. It will certainly be worse than an
embarrassmer1t for some institutions if they certify that someone can be a teacher and a
ver} large percentage of their graduates do poorly on such an examination. What would
we think of a medical school where, year after year, 75 percent of the graduates failed
the medical examination; or a law school where no one passes the bar examination?
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That would tell you something about that school, and I think it's about time we had an
instrument that tells us something about education schools as well.

Mr Shanker, what's the diffireucc betueen the internship program you propose
and the teaching practicum now in place in an educational curriculum:

SHANKER: Practice teaching in college is a very artificial experience. Its a short
time, and a person really does not have any responsibility; he or she comes in from the
outside. It is a very artificial situation, but its the only practical experience most
teachers have before they become full-time teachers. It is not a substitute for two or
three years of planning, trying things out, observing different teachers and developing a

collegial relationship with others. It lust cannot compare. It would be the equivalent of
saying that instead a doctor having an internship, we'll forget about the intership and
the last year of medical school. The doctor will go to a hospital for one hour a day or
two hours a day and get in a little bit of practice. That's what were doing now It's lust
wry different.

If a new evaination is established, what would happen to the current
requirements that new teachers must take involving certain college corrses they
need to be licensed. Muld those college courses become passe?

SHANKER: I think one of the things this national hoard would do is look over the
knowledge base and ask the question. "What is known and what is it that we should test
teachers on I think it would result in many colleges giving courses not now generally
available and that should be. And I think it might result in the elimination of some
courses, at least the elimination of them as requirements. They could be available for
certain people who wanted to have knowledge in that particular field, but the' might
e el not he viewed as part of what it is a teacher must have

I do believe that the creation of such an exam would bring 'about changes in the
curriculum in higher education and the professional courses

Mr. Shanker have tou floated this idea with the secretary of education 'designate',
Wiliam Bennett, or with the superintendent of public instruction in California, since
both presumably would 1K.' major players in putting together such a national board2
SHANKER: Not yet. I hope they're listening to the show (LAUGHTER)

What reaction do you expect to ,your proposal, from the ,VEA. the White House,
teachers and Congressnot necessarily in that order?
SHANKER: Well, I think Congress doesn't really have a role I think that many

members of Congress as individuals would undoubtedly favor it I don't know why
anyone would oppose it.

don't know what the reaction of the White House will be I haven't tried it there.
I hope that the NB would support it, but in view of their general opposition to

testing . Or if they are finally dragged to the point where they will say that it all
right to give a test, they don't want failing grades to count. But I do not believe that their
official view is one that represents the views of teachers in this country Since they are
engaged in competition with us and since they do have elections within their own
organization, I believe that over a period of time, the policies of that organization will
reflect the views of their members.

I believe their members would like to be professionals in the same sense that others
are professionals. And they realize that they're not about to have the status or the salary,
not about to have a general public that gives the confidence to teachers to make the
same type of decisions that other professionals do unless the quality of those teachers is
certified by some such procedure. So I believe they'll come around. And I hope it's
sooner rather than later.

I think teachers will like the idea, and this is what polling reflects. There are now
several polls: there's a Gallup Poll, and there's a nationwide Barris Poll sponsored by
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the Metropolitan Life Insurance Compam We have done polls in many states There is
not a single poll that has come out national's or local') or statewide in which teachers
do not believe that there ought to be an exammanim for emeriti? teachers. The idea of
an examination for those who are already practicing bides teachers much more But
the overwhelming majority fasor tt

I don't know that most teachers out there have sat around thinking about the
implications of a national teacher exam as opposed to one pen by the state or one
where the local agency determines what the cut-off point IN. But I must assume that
when teachers answer the question by majorities like 80 to 85 percent that beginning
teachers should have to pass a test, they really want future teachers to he highly

qualified, they like the public to know they are high's qualified, and they want the public
to respect them They would like to make :,ure there aren't any incompetents and
illiterates, because they realue that makes their on work much harder and their
reputation suffers So I don't see why they would oppose this since I behese that doing
it on a national basis is the only was to make it work

Teachers will quickly come to see that local examinations will be played around with,
as will state examinations You knoll, if you get enough of a shortage, there will only he
one examination Put a feather in front of the nose If it moves, :ou're hired. Teachers
know that They've seen it happen, and they don't like it. So I think there will be that
support

What percentage of the nation's teachers do you belief are now competent?
SHANKER: I don't have any way of knowing, but I think it's a very high percentage

While there are some incompetent teachers, I think a very high percentage are
competent I think that we are still living with a handful of Depression-era people.
There were a large number of people who came into teaching at the end of the 50s,
many women who today would go into other professions but then felt that they were
barred. Many teachers came in because of draft exemptions Many came in because they
felt that there would be another Depression. That is, I think we got a lot of outstanding
people for some very bad reasons. And we still have them, though they're leasing The
people A;19 are now the high school seniors who say they want to become teachers

rank near the bottomabout 15th out of 19 different occupations lof those taking pre-
college aptitude tests'. They score very low Now we don't know whether those will be
the ones who end up actually becoming teachers. But if the high school seniors who say
they're going to become teachers, indeed, do become the teachers, then the percentage
lof competentsj in the future will not be very high They will be very, Very km

In hour plan, will the national evamination board set the passing score, or
upuld each stale establish its own score, as is done now?

SHANKER: No, that's the key If each state establishes its own score, it might as well
burn up the examination. This national board should state that if a person falls below a
certain point, such a person, in our judgment, is not competent to be a teacher. Other-
wise, you begin these incremental changes: Well, the score now is going to be 75, while
some state decides that, well, it's not going to he 75, it's going to be 72 That's not much

different, is it? And then, the next year it 68. Well, that's not much different. Before you

finish, you don't have a standard at all. Any cut-off point is arbitrary. And there will
undoubtedly be people who fail and who get a few points below Let them take it again
If they're that close, they can take it again, they can pass the second time or the third
time But if you don't have a standard that is a standard, if it's moving at different times
and in different places, then it's not a standard at all.

/s it true that in some school districts, the janitor makes more than the teccher?
SHANKER: Oh, yes, it truenot only the janitor, but we have school districts

where matrons on buses that transport handicapped children make more than the
teachers In New York C4 those who repair windowshades in the schools earn $19,500
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as a starting salary, whereas teachers earn $14,500. And, of course, one of the big
problems we have, especially in urban school districts across the country, is that it
doesn't make any difference to a city government if you have to raise standards since its
main concern is maintaining parity among municipal employees

So vou could have a situation where, as is true in New York, in a recent
announcement for a police officer's examination, 40,000 applicants came, whereas
there are over 1,000 teachers who applied last year without meeting the minimum
standards. Yet :.om the city government's point of view, the only important thing is that
all employees get either the same percentage increase or, if there is any difference, the
uniformed service should get a little higher than everybody else You have urban
policies in this country that have bottling to do with what the quality of educational
professional services will be, but that treat al' f these things as a local politica! issue
rather than as a market issue or as a professional issue.

Mr. Shanker, will you frame legislation and seek a congressional sponsor for this
idea? And who in Congress seems most favorably disposed toward it?

SHANKER: I'm going to seek out some :lisiduals who could be part of the process
to appoint the group that would develop the testand not through legislation, but in
their individual capacity. I don't think its tair for me to say who it is I will approach on
this until I've approached them

People looking at the field of education do not see salaries at (4 lad that could
attract them into the profession. How is this going to be corrected?

SHANKER: Well, there's been some substantial movement in some places
California, or in New jersey, where the fight now is between the governor and the
legislature as to whether it will be $18,500 or $19,500 as a staring salary I think that
tt:e effect of the reform movement over the past years Iris been to improve salariesbut
not enough. I also think that we ought to be looking not onit Alaries, but at other
things that could bring people into the professic,o.

For example, a lot of peopki are college professors even though it doesn't pay an
awful lot of money A lot of people like the lifestyle. There's no reason why we could not
say that a person who is a teacher isn't going to get rich. They know that. Even if we
raise salaries, they're still not going to get rich. But there's no reason why we couldn't
say that teachers, like college professors, every seven years would be guaranteed the
right to a sabbatical lease. Sabbatical leaves are very inexpensive. A teacher who's at top
salary is usually replaced by a teacher who is at bottom salary, which is half the
amount. If the sabbatical is paid for over a seven-year periodand obviously it doesn't
go to those who have left teaching during that seven yearsthat could be paid for by
something like a 4 percent salary set-aside each year. That's a very small amount of
money

So, its very attractive to go to a bright college person and say; "Look, do you want to
go out there in the business world? You'll earn some more money but it is a rat race.
You'll get your four weeks vacation, or maybe six if you're lucky, and you'll wait until
you retire before you can ever do the things you 'Aunt to dotake long trips, go back
to college, do other things." There would be people out there who would say, "I will
take a job that pays a little less if every seven years I can have seven months off to do all
the things everybody else dreams of doing." So, in addition to salaries, we ought to be
thinking about other incentives that are not necessarily expensive but that are questions
of an improvement in lifestyle.

Third, we cannot underline too much the fact that many people don't come to
teaching or don't stay because it is not a satisfying job. The question of discipline, the
question of violence, the question of having to mai k the papers of 150 to 200
studentsit's an impossible job. And I would say, more than anything else, the way you
are treated in a school by administration determines your coming into teaching and
slaying.
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Most teachers are treated almost the was the children are at any level of the school
system. And unless teachers are treated better, you're not going to get people who got
smarts." You're not going to get and keep people who have a sense of judgment if they
are being put into what is not essentially a professional situation where 'ley are
respected and enabled to exercise judgment. where they have the time and the ability to
confer with their colleagues and to have a professional life, but where they're locked
into a room for their entire lives with 30 or 35 students, and where they are real4 in
an educztiGnal factory being given rules and regulations and observed as to every little
tl' tg they do by an assistant principal, chairman or principal. In our current school
system, you almost get the feeling that the reaf:on teachers are so observed and looked

at and evaluated constantly is that people feel that anybody who would take a job at that
salary can't be very good, and you better watch them closely

So the people we're going to get under this proposal are going to have to be well
paid. They'll have to be well paid, but they will also have to be treated with dignity
They're not the kind of people who are just going to take orders, that's not what a
professional does.

DAVID HESS, President, National Press Club:Mr. ,SIanker we're to the
end of the program I would like to present you with this certificate of appreciation
for coming to the club to speak today and a National Press club windbreaker to
ward off the slings and arrows of the NEA. (LAUGHTER, THEN APPIAISE) And the

final question, sirwhen will you run for public office? Isn't it time for a teacher
president? (LAUGHTER)

SHANKER: Well, I thought of that once In 1960, I negotiated a contract with Mayor
Lindsay, and every place I went taxicabs wouldn't charge me a fare, newspaper vendors
would give me a free copy of the Times in the morning, and it L ally went to my head
Then I thought of the contract I had just negotiated and I decided against running
because I cidn't want to have to pay for the contract (LAUGHTER)

HESS: Thankyou, Albert ,S'hunker And that concludes today's ,Vational Press Club
luncheon
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Albert Shanker call to create a national testing and licensing pro-
cedure for all new teachers was greeted by hundreds of favorable
newspaper editorials in just the few short weeks after the announce-
ment at the National Press Club:

Mr Shanker envisions a national profici,:ncy test of instructional knowledge and specific
subject areas and an internship. Such a test might help upgrade the whole profession by
improving its image and focusing attention on the need for better teacher education.

The New York limes

It was one more indication of how Mr. Shanker, once widely perceived as a militant union
boss (on two occasions he was jailed for leading illegal school strikes in New York City), has
kept his 600,000-member union in the forefront of education reform by being cooperative
rather than defensive over recent changes in the nation's classrooms."

Christian Science Monitor

"If Shanker has his way teacners of the future will be far better prepared to meet the needs
of students across the country . . . It is unusual that a union head would make such a
demand upon his members and others in the field

Philadelphia Inquirer

"Shanker meets the most important test for a labor leader the ability to begin to
acknowledge where the workers have to change as well as where management must
improve . This is light years better thail the totally defensive position taken by the
National Education Association

Washington Monthly

Shanker is wise to try to initiate the improvements from within the profession itself"
Gary Post-Tlibune

"Shanker's points about state certification hit the mark Too many teachers are too long on
visual aids and other education paraphernalia and too short on substantive matters such as
history and gen tty . . As always, Al Shanker is o step or two ahead of the National
Education A' Ind its affiliates."

Decatur Herald and Review
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"Implicitly, a profession is an exclusive society. Its members must go through a rigorous
selection process, unqualified candidates are culled; only the best art accepted A test such
as Shanker proposed should ,e an integral part of that kind of scre.lung sstem

Syracuse Herald-Jouenal

"If a prestigious professional gi Alp can come up with a prestigious test, and if taxplters
take enough interest in it, it could shame school hoards and state boards of education into
requiring their teachers to take it

Fort Meters Nevis-Press

"Vim can almost hear Americans nodding their heads in agreement \es. induct, the man
has a point After all, aren't those who deal with our children as important is those who
handle our torts and our tonsils',"

Dallas Morning News

Shanker is not merel hitching a ride on the hanckagon of teacher testing lw is offering to take

the reins

Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel

"I think it %%ill fly Absolutel

Emily Feistritzer, education researcher and publisher

"A:, ed car dealers have discovered . the profession must police its own ranks
Charleston Mail

"It was refreshing this week to see some of the harshest criticism and sanest calls for
reform of teacher competency coming from, of all people, the head of a teacher's union
The deficiency in most teacher exams is not the unfairness, said American Federation of
'filchers President Albert Shanker, but rather that they are too easy"

Shreveport Times

'AFT President Albert Shanker has drawn praise from mans quarters for endorsing new
approaches to the teaching profession, such as career ladders and competency tests

Education USA

Shanker, who made his reputation as a hard-bargaining union chief in NeN% lOrk in the late
1960s, is an outmmken adocate of raising academic milldams.-

Los Angeles Herald-Examiner
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